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Consumer Confidence
Consumer confidence strengthens 
Alberta’s consumer sentiment regained strength following 
losses induced by the forth wave of the pandemic. The 
Conference Board of Canada’s (CBoC) index of consumer 
confidence inched up two points in October, the second 
monthly gain after a 15-point plunge in August. According to 
the CBoC, the implementation of the Restrictions Exemption 
Program and rising oil prices seem to have boosted 
Albertans’ confidence about future finances, although 
concerns over current finances and future job prospects kept 
consumers cautious about spending. Nationally, consumer 
confidence grew amid gains across most Canada, except in 
Ontario and the Atlantic provinces.

Food Services and Drinking Places
Restaurant receipts improve further 
Alberta’s restaurant sales grew again in August, as the 
province continued with stage three of the reopening and 
most public health measures rescinded throughout the 
month. Seasonally adjusted sales at food and drinking places 
rose 7.7% m/m, following larger monthly gains in June and 
July. Sales grew in all sub-components, led by full-service 
restaurant receipts that declined the most earlier in the 
pandemic (Chart 1). Overall, restaurant sales were up 9.8% 
YTD and exceeded the February 2020 level for the first time 
since the pandemic started.
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Consumer sentiment and activity resilient

Business Barometer Index
Small business sentiment at 2021 low 
Alberta’s small business confidence eroded further in October 
amid the high degree of uncertainty in the overall economy. 
The Business Barometer Index (BBI) dropped 4.5 points from 
September to 57.5, the third consecutive monthly decline. It is 
currently at the lowest level since December 2020 and slightly 
below the national (60.5), which improved from last month 
(Chart 2).

Alberta Activity Index
Truck sales weigh on business activity
Economic activity in Alberta continued to ease in August but 
remained well above 2020 levels. The Alberta Activity Index 
(AAX) dropped 0.7% month-over-month (m/m), largely driven 
by widespread declines in general business and household 
activity, which both retreated from their April 2021 peaks. 
General business activity eased mainly from lower new truck 
sales. Energy sector activity also retreated as a pullback in 
oil production overshadowed growth in the number of rigs 
drilled. Meanwhile, labour market activity moved higher as the 
economic reopening lifted employment and average weekly 
earnings slowly normalize. Overall, the AAX stood 9.7% higher 
year-to-date (YTD), with the majority of its sub-components 
recovering beyond their pre-pandemic levels (Chart 3).

Sources: Canadian Federation of Independent Business, Haver Analytics

CHART 2: ALBERTA’S SMALL BUSINESS SENTIMENT 
RETREATS
Business Barometer Index (two-month moving average)

Alberta's small business sentiment retreats
Business Barometer Index (two-month moving average)

Sources: Canadian Federation of Independent Business, Haver Analytics
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CHART 1: WIDESPREAD GROWTH IN FOOD AND DRINKING 
PLACES’ SALES AS ECONOMY REOPENS
Contribution to year-over-year growth in Alberta’s sale receipts, by 
place type

Widespread growth in food and drinking places' sales as economy 
reopens
Contribution to year-over-year growth in Alberta's sale receipts, by place type

Sources: Statistics Canada, Haver Analytics
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Monetary Policy Update
BoC hints at earlier rate hikes
The Bank of Canada (BoC) has signaled a faster than 
previously anticipated ending of monetary policy easing. With 
inflation on the rise, it now expects the national consumer 
inflation to average 3.4% in both 2021 and 2022 amid stronger 
and more persistent rise in energy prices and pandemic-
related global supply bottlenecks. In view of ongoing excess 
capacity, the Bank remains committed to holding the policy 
interest rate at 0.25% until economic slack is absorbed and 
the inflation target of 2% is sustainably achieved. However, 
this is now expected to happen “in the middle quarters of 
2022”, suggesting an earlier interest rate hike compared to 
the previous guidance of “second half of 2022”. Additionally, 
quantitative easing ends effective November 1; going forward, 
the Bank will purchase Government of Canada bonds only to 
replace maturing bonds. Meanwhile, the BoC revised down 
Canada’s real GDP growth to 5.1% in 2021, 4.3% in 2022 and 
3.7% in 2023 on fears that global supply chain disruptions 
will limit the country’s ability to produce goods and services 
through 2022.

Average Weekly Earnings
Earnings continue normalizing
In August, average weekly earnings (AWE) gave back 
most of the previous month’s gain. AWE were down 0.8% 
m/m to $1,222. The monthly pullback was concentrated 
in the services sector, where AWE in arts, entertainment & 
recreation and information & culture continued to slide closer 
to pre-pandemic levels as payroll employment improved. 
Earnings also retreated in real estate & rental and finance & 
insurance amid a growing share of hourly-paid versus fixed 
salary employees. Meanwhile, AWE in the goods sector were 
essentially flat as gains in manufacturing, utilities, forestry, 
logging & support offset declines in construction and mining, 
oil & gas extraction. Despite the monthly decline, earnings 
were up 1.7% YTD, with gains in nearly all industries.

Employment Insurance Beneficiaries
Declining but still elevated
The number of Albertans receiving regular employment 
insurance (EI) benefits is coming down but remains at 
elevated levels. On a seasonally adjusted basis, 176,860 
people received regular EI benefits in August (Chart 4). This 
was 6,310 less than in July and 31,380 below the January 
2021 peak. However, the current level remains substantially 
higher than levels seen during previous recessions. Prior to 
COVID-19, the previous maximum of regular EI beneficiaries 
occurred during the 2015-2016 recession, peaking at over 
102,000 in November 2016.

Sources: Statistics Canada, Alberta Treasury Board and Finance, Haver 
Analytics; *Canadian Emergency Response Benefit

CHART 4: NUMBER OF EI BENEFICIARIES DECLINING BUT 
REMAINS ELEVATED
Alberta’s regular empoyment insurance (EI) beneficiaries and 
unemployment rate (seasonally adjusted)

Number of EI beneficiaries declining but remains elevated
Alberta's regular employment insurance (EI) beneficiaries and unemployment 
rate (seasonally adjusted)

Sources: Statistics Canada, Alberta Treasury Board and Finance, Haver 
Analytics; *Canadian Emergency Response Benefit
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CHART 3: ECONOMIC ACTIVITY AND CONSUMER 
CONFIDENCE REMAIN ABOVE PRE-COVID LEVELS 
Alberta Activity Index (AAX) and consumer confidence in Alberta
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Economic activity and consumer confidence remain above pre-COVID 
levels 
Alberta Activity Index (AAX) and consumer confidence in Alberta

Sources: Conference Board of Canada, Alberta Treasury Board and Finance 
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